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ABSTRACT
We present our analysis of simulated data in order to derive a detection threshold which can
be used in the pre-whitening process of amplitude spectra. In case of ground-based data of
pulsating stars, this threshold is conventionally taken to be four times the mean noise level in
an amplitude spectrum. This threshold is questionable when space-based data are analyzed.
Our effort is aimed at revising this threshold in the case of continuous 90-day Kepler K2
phase observations. Our result clearly shows that a 95% confidence level, common for ground
observations, can be reached at 5.4 times the mean noise level and is coverage dependent.
In addition, this threshold varies between 4.8 and 5.7, if the number of cadences is changed.
This conclusion should secure further pre-whitening and helps to avoid over-interpretation of
spectra of pulsating stars observed with the Kepler spacecraft during K2 phase. We compare
our results with the standard approach widely used in the literature.
Key words: stars: oscillations (including pulsations).
1 INTRODUCTION
Data of pulsating stars contain noise (of a variety of origins) and
an intrinsic signal. Very often the signal is periodic. which creates
a coherent signal easily picked up by a Fourier transform. In an
amplitude spectrum (a scaled square root of the traditional peri-
odogram), each signal is represented by a peak which is located
at a frequency corresponding to the pulsation period, and reaches
a height close to signal amplitude. By contrast, noise is uncorre-
lated, hence it will not be in phase over the course of observations,
leading to a random distribution of amplitudes over frequencies.
Peaks associated with a real signal are selected, based on amplitude
spectra, and they are pre-whitened from time-series data. Such pre-
whitening is continued until all peaks with amplitudes satisfying
certain condition have been removed.
This certain condition (hereafter: a detection threshold) indi-
cates a significance level of a peak. The detection threshold is com-
monly adopted to be a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio > 4; S denotes
the height of the peak in question while N is the average noise level
in an amplitude spectrum. Such a condition was claimed to be a
reasonable limit for ground-based data by e.g. Breger et al. (1993)
or the Hubble Space Telescope data by Kuschnig et al. (1997), and
many authors have subsequently used this limit.
The detection of a periodic signal hidden in noise has always
been a challenge in astronomy. While there exists numerous pa-
pers dealing with this issue, we specifically bring a few of them to
a reader’s attention. Scargle (1982) reported on the efficiency of
detection by means of the periodogram in the case of unevenly
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spaced times series data. He provided, through the false alarm
probability, a simple estimate of the significance of the height
of a peak in the power spectrum. It became a widely accepted
tool for astronomers to distinguish between a signal and noise.
Horne & Baliunas (1986) considered a different normalization of
the periodogram and showed that only use of the total variance
leads to exponential behavior of the probability distribution func-
tion, and validated the resulting estimates of the false alarm proba-
bility. Kuschnig et al. (1997) analyzed Hubble Space telescope data
and derived a criterion, given a specific probability, to predict an
upper limit for peaks in the amplitude spectrum of time series data.
Detection sensitivity of the oscillation modes has been provided by
Kjeldsen & Frandsen (1992), who analyzed CCD ground based ob-
servations. Reegen (2007) provided a tool for reliable computation
of significance levels in the frequency domain, based on the false-
alarm probability associated with a peak in the amplitude spectrum.
A discussion of methods used for determining the significance of
peaks in periodograms of time series has also been undertaken by
Frescura, Engelbrecht & Frank (2008). It is worth noting that all
this work have been done under the null hypothesis Are data con-
sistent with pure noise?
When detecting peaks in amplitude spectra two types of errors
exist. The first is detection of a spurious peak and can be related to
the cumulative distribution function of noise. The second one is
the non-detection of the true periodic signal, which is associated
with the cumulative distribution function of the noise and the sig-
nal. It should be stressed that both distribution functions depend
on the noise distribution as well as on data sampling and window-
ing. Since it is extremely difficult to derive an analytical formula
linking the detection threshold with its confidence level, data sim-
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ulation are used. Work which is directly relevant to the contents of
this paper was included in Master’s degree project of Miedzin´ska
(1999) (hereafter EM). The goal of the project was to find new pul-
sating subdwarf B stars and the simulations were done to eliminate
spurious signal which may exist in data.
2 METHODOLOGY
EM generated Gaussian noise with a given standard deviation.
Then a sinusoidal signal with fixed period of 700 c/d was added.
The range of amplitudes of the signal ranged between S/N = 2.5 to
6.0 in different numerical experiments. A detection threshold for
the simulated data was established by counting datasets in which a
peak at 700 c/d was the highest. The number of detections provide
the confidence level of finding a specific peak to be real in a dataset.
EM showed that a peak with an amplitude of S/N = 4 corresponds
to 95% confidence level. This level was adopted to be high enough
to consider a peak to be real, hence, a detection threshold of S/N = 4
was confirmed.
The simulations described above were performed on data
characteristic of ground-based observations. Such data usually have
short cadences while their coverage is either short or patchy. Fairly
often a number of different sites, using different photometric sys-
tems, are used to achieve a longer coverage. The Kepler spacecraft
has opened a new way to collect time-series data of pulsating stars.
The coverage is almost continuous while data are of unprecedented
quality and taken by means of one optical setup. The only non-
uniformity comes from different silicons (or positions within the
central silicon) used to collect data of a specific object.
In the case of Kepler data the large number of cadences in
time-series data increases the probability of identifying a spurious
frequency in an amplitude spectrum of the entire dataset. This argu-
ment was frequently given by authors presenting analyses of Kepler
data (Baran et al. 2012, among others) and to be on the safe side,
they considered peaks with S/N close to 4 to be tentative. To dis-
pense with these doubts we undertook an analysis of evenly spaced
simulated data, based on the methodology presented by EM, to esti-
mate a detection threshold for representative datasets obtained with
the Kepler spacecraft, limited to the coverage achievable during K2
phase.
3 DATA ANALYSIS
We used PYTHON to simulate our datasets. We generated Gaussian
noise with only one sinusoidal signal, of the formA cos(2pitf+ϕ),
injected. We expect that the S/N required for a satisfactory confi-
dence level may occur at similar values, as compared to ground-
based data. Therefore, the range of values of the amplitude A was
used, to cover a range of S/N ratios from 1 to 7, at intervals of
S/N = 0.5. In each simulated dataset, the frequency f and phase ϕ
of the signal were random values in [0,734.07] c/d and [0,2pi] rad,
respectively.
We analyzed data sets described by three different noise
standard deviations, characteristic of three pulsating subdwarf
B stars observed during the Kepler mission but limited to the
arbitrarily chosen one quarter of coverage, which is compara-
ble with the expected K2 coverage. The standard deviations
were: 13.5 ppt (S1), 3 ppt (S2) and 0.5 ppt (S3), where ppt de-
notes parts per thousand. The values were adopted from data
for KIC 2991403 (K=17.14mag), KIC 2697388 (K=15.39mag) and
KIC 9472174 (K=12.26mag), respectively for S1, S2 and S3. We
considered short cadence data sampled every 58.85 sec.
For each standard deviation and each injected amplitude we
simulated 1000 time-series datasets. The data contained either
135 000 (S1,S3) or 130 000 (S2) points.
The form of the spectrum used was
F (f) =
√
2
N
{[∑
t
(yt − y) cos 2pif(t− τ )
]2
C
−1+
[∑
t
(yt − y) sin 2pif(t− τ )
]2
S
−1
}1/2
where
C =
∑
t
cos2 2pif(t− τ ) S =
∑
t
sin2 2pif(t− τ )
and
τ =
1
4pif
tan−1
[(∑
t
sin 4pift
)/(∑
t
cos 4pift
)]
The spectrum F (f) conveniently estimates the amplitude, rather
than power, associated with frequency f.
We calculated an amplitude spectrum from 0 to the Nyquist
frequency (734.07 c/d for short cadence data) with a step of
0.00121 c/d. If the amplitude spectrum is only calculated in the
Fourier frequencies, then the different amplitude values are uncor-
related, and the distribution of the spectrum maximum is easily cal-
culated. In practice, in order to make sure important peaks are not
missed, the spectrum is oversampled. This means that the ampli-
tude spectrum values in different frequencies are correlated, and
the distribution of extreme values changes; this is well known in the
theory of extreme value distributions, e.g. (Kotz & Nadarajah 2000;
Castillo et al. 2005). In practice, the ad-hoc S/N> 4 has therefore
been used. This paper assesses the reliability of this criterion. Of
course, in practical applications the true S/N is unknown, and the
usual practice of using the estimated value in place of the true value
would be followed. Since the datasets under consideration are very
large, the estimated S/N should be quite accurate.
To decrease the computation time we used a Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm. Then, in each amplitude spectrum we
searched for a peak within 0.01 c/d from the frequency of the sig-
nal injected and we checked if that peak was the highest in the en-
tire amplitude spectrum. Finally, we counted the amplitude spectra
meeting that condition. In Figure 1 we present a relation between
the S/N ratio of the injected signal and the fraction of datasets with
correct frequency determinations.
We stress that our work differs from the usual approach in
which simulations are done under the null hypothesis H0, there
is no signal in the data. Since there is sampling variation in both
the noise spectrum, and the observed signal spectrum (due to in-
teraction between noise and signal spectra), spurious large noise-
induced peaks, or too low signal-related peaks may be produced.
Both spectra can contribute to the largest peak not corresponding
to the signal frequency, therefore rejection of H0 does not guaran-
tee that the correct frequency has been identified. We are working
under the alternative hypothesis H1, there is a signal at the peak
frequency, which allows us to derive the probability that the signal
is correctly identified in the data.
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4 RESULTS
As could be expected, the number of datasets with correct fre-
quency detections increases with increasing amplitude of the sig-
nal. The curves in Fig 1 have the shapes of logistic functions, i.e.
typical of cumulative distribution functions. If we adopt a probabil-
ity of 95% (950 counts) as high enough to consider a detection to be
reliable, then we can accept a S/N of at least 5.4 to be a reasonable
detection threshold. The 95% confidence level varies with σ only
marginally. This is expected since σ only scales all the amplitudes
in the amplitude spectrum.
We repeated our simulations varying the number of data points
for the arbitrarily chosen fixed σ = 3. We confirm that the detection
threshold changes with the number of points in a sample. In the
case of N=10 000 cadences the 95% level is achieved at S/N=4.77;
for N=20 000 cadences we find S/N=5.04; for N=60 000 we ob-
tained S/N=5.14; for N=1 000 000 we derived S/N = 5.7. These re-
sults show that changing the data coverage of Kepler data modifies
the detection threshold (Figure 2). This is in agreement with our
expectation that increasing the number of points in a time-series
increases the probability of a spurious detection.
In conclusion, if we assume that a 95% confidence level is
high enough to distinguish between spurious and true signals, then
we consider a S/N = 5.4 (aka 5.4σ limit) to be a reliable and safe
condition. This detection threshold is appropriate for time-series
data obtained with the Kepler spacecraft during K2 phase.
For comparison purposes, we calculated the detection thresh-
old under the null hypothesis H0 based on simulations of pure
noise. We calculated 1000 time-series datasets of pure noise for
the same values of σ and N as in Section 3. Then, we ordered the
simulation results in terms of the ratio (maximum peak value/mean
noise level), extracted from each individual simulation, and deter-
mined the 95% points over all simulations. These percentiles are
indicated by dot-dashed lines in Figs. 1 and 2. For N = 135 000,
the 95-th percentile obtained from simulations of pure noise equals
4.45; it corresponds to a 75% confidence level in simulations of
noise+signal. The thresholds and confidence levels for other N val-
ues can be read from Fig. 2.
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Figure 1. Power functions for three different values of the noise standard
deviation. 95% confidence levels and the S/N are marked with dotted lines.
For comparison, the dot-dashed and double-dotted lines mark 95% points
in case of null hypothesis H0 of pure noise. See Section 4 for details.
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 but for four different data coverages.
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